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Figure 1. Progress assessment for the 17 SDGs based on assessed targets, 2023 or latest data (percentage)

Source: UN, 2023, Sustainable Development Goals Report (Special Edition)
Figure 2. The year to realize 17 SDGs with current progress

Source: CIKD, 2023, Global Development Report
Understanding GDI

Philosophy
- Development first;
- People-centered;
- Leave no one behind;
- Innovation driven;
- Harmony btw man and nature;
- Actions oriented

Mechanisms
- Group of Friends of the GDI;
- High-level meetings;
- Global Development Promotion Center

Actions
- A rolling project pool: over 200 projects;
- 32 deliverables of the High-level Dialogue on Global Development

Resources
- Global Development and South-South Cooperation Fund;
- China-UN Peace and Development Trust Fund;
- Phase III of the China-FAO South-South Cooperation Trust Fund;
- Mobilizing resources from multiple stakeholder
Figure 3. Cooperation in the 8 priority areas of GDI can facilitate the achievement SDG17

Source: CIKD, 2023, Global Development Report
Understanding GDI & SDGs

SDG 17

GDI

build consensus on development

• refocus on global development;
• re-commit to the 2030 Agenda;
• respond to global challenges and the development needs

Finance

• US$4 billion+

Technology

• technology transfer through project cooperation: China-ASEAN demonstration for technical cooperation and industrialized operation on modern marine fisheries

Capacity building

• 20,000 training opportunities covering almost all members of the Group of Friends

Trade

• cooperation on “Smart Customs, Smart Borders, Smart Connectivity” to facilitate trade

Systemic issues

• build platforms for partnerships
• Cooperation on data
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